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Island Systems deploys 800-171 compliant VDI solutions for customers handling CUI,
primarily the Defense Industrial Base and supporting External Service Providers, e.g., MSPs.
Most are SMBs or small departments inside larger enterprises. Our experience suggests the
following areas for improvement:

1. NFO controls cannot be assumed to be “expected to be routinely satisfied by nonfederal
organizations without specification.”

a. Re. policy and procedure NFOs, organizations go through a maturation process
that begins with simply doing business. Eventually, they grow large enough that
managing procedures without documentation becomes difficult and they begin
writing those. Only later, or when mandated to do so, will they mature to the point
of having formal policies.

b. If you add NFOs as a requirement, less mature organizations will likely need to
invest in the development of them. There may be 3rd party products that can ease
that process but not for all SMBs. Clarifying the rigor and depth of the policies
and procedures could help.

2. NCO controls are “not directly related to protecting the confidentiality of CUI” but there
is little guidance on whether organizations should or should not implement them. Most,
if not all, would appear to be useful to implement in systems, policies, and procedures.
Perhaps, rather than increasing the scope of the assessment objectives, these should be
provided as recommendations within the 171 standard and left for organizations to apply
a risk-based approach to implementation.

3. In 171A section 2.1 Assessment Procedures, there is a discussion of the depth attribute
and a statement that organizations have the flexibility to determine it. In practice, for
CMMC for example, it’s unclear what depth is required or desired. Guidance on this
topic would be helpful. My suggestion is that the following criteria be applied:

a. Basic – applies for FAR Basic Safeguarding use cases, e.g. FCI; may be used for
organizational self-assessments

b. Focused – applies to formal self and 3rd party assessments
c. Comprehensive – applies to high-risk / high-value CUI when so determined by an

agency, e.g., select CUI specified / limited distribution categories and perhaps
only applies to 800-172?

4. In some cases, controls are more prescriptive than may be ideal. Allowing for a
documented per-control risk-based strategy could allow for greater flexibility while
maintaining protection of CUI. I am not proposing adding something like the RMF as a
requirement.

5. Re. 3.13.11 Employ FIPS-validated cryptography when used to protect the






